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        A Page in a Book
Mending Fences with Friends
Small children learn to make friends the same way that they master other childhood 

skills, through trial and error. Moving from the proximity play of toddlers toward 

actual engagement with other kids through shared interests, they are learning how 

to become friends. And while fun and fellowship can typify this early camaraderie, 

kids are also navigating the emotions and instincts that can cause fights between 

pals. The following titles gently explore friendly conflict while sharing solutions that 

can guide early relationships back toward their happy norm.

Are We Still Friends?
by Ruth Horowitz, Illustrated by Bianca Gomez (Scholastic)
The relationship between Beatrice and Abel extends beyond just friendship. They share a fence 
between their yards with Abel growing apples trees on one side, and Beatrice raising bees on the 
other. They cross the wall and work together to harvest honey and pick apples, and even make 
apple butter in the winter. But when a simple misunderstanding blows up their friendship, it will 
take some work to bring down the wall that has been built between them. Highlighting the symbio-
sis that strengthens relationships, this title is an ideal start for conversations with kids about the 
shared interests and common grounds that make their friendships special.

Tiger and Badger
by Emily Jenkins, Illustrated by Marie-Louise Gay (Farrar Straus Giroux)
Even in the most solid of friendships, territorial disputes can lead to conflicts that take some extra 
effort to resolve. Badger and Tiger are enjoying a monumental play day, until the lines begin to 
blur over who gets the chair and the orange slices. But when a fight over the last ice pop results 
in a fight that launches their favorite toy into a tree, the friends recognize that they are stronger 
together as they mount a rescue. Familiar territory for kids experiencing fall outs with their pals 
from time-to-time, Tiger and Badger gently navigates the path from conflict to resolution with bright 
illustration and humor.

The Crayon
by Simon Rickerty (Aladdin / Simon & Schuster)
Demonstrating their best scribbles, Red and Blue like to show off what they can do with their 
crayons. But when antics for attention between Red and Blue cross the line, a colorful com-
petition ensues that leaves one crayon out in the cold. And just like how a fight takes two, 
it takes more than one to put a friendship back together again. Relationships aren’t simply 
black and white (or red and blue) and the addition of more color may brighten up the future 
for these two friends. With simple text and bold primary colored illustration, The Crayon 
explores how friendships can migrate outside of the lines, drawing bigger landscapes for 
relationships to explore.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

Calling All Campers
Moving beyond the familiar four walls of houses and hotels, the 

camping experience offers a whole new environment for kids 
to escape from the day-to-day. Packing for alternative methods 

of cooking, prepping new sleeping arrangements, and plan-
ning outdoor adventures add unique advance excitement for 
children on a camping mission. For kids and families who are 
increasingly immersed in high-tech living, there’s never been 
a better time to answer the call of camping. Both the ultimate 

getaway and the best of back-to-nature family outings, the fol-
lowing items making camping a cool new adventure for kids.

Calling All Campers

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Kelsyus Canopy 
Chair
(Kelsyus)

For every parent who struggles 
to keep sunscreen on their child, the 
Kelsyus Canopy Chair offers little 
kids an extra measure of passive 
protection from the sun. Modeled 
after adult-sized quad-style camp 
chairs, the Kelsyus retains all the same look and functionality while 
scaled down to accommodate a small child. Portability is a snap as 
the canopy transforms into the carry bag with backpack straps. The 
whole assembly weighs only 5 pounds so the chair is easily toted 
hands-free by kids to their camping, beach, or sporting destination. 
Providing struggle-free shade, the Kelsyus Canopy Chair is the per-
fect rest and retreat for small children enjoying outdoor adventures.

Wonder Lake 
Dome Tent
(Coleman)

Letting children stake 
their campground claim with 
their own dedicated lodg-
ing fosters their sense of 
independence on an outdoor adventure. With a 7’ by 4’ footprint, the 
Wonder Lake tent offers enough sleeping space for two little ones 
or a single pre-teen needing their own elbow room. Inverted seams, 
welded floor and included rainfly can repel wet weather while the 
domed shape redirects wind issues. Easily constructed with continu-
ous pole sleeves and a simple pin-and-ring system, the whole kit 
packs easily into its carry bag. Compact, cool and camp-ready, the 
Wonder Lake Dome Tent lets kids carve out a comfortable space of 
their own in the wide open world.

Wise Owl 
Hammock
(Wise Owl)

A soft and silky alternative 
to ‘sleeping rough’, the Wise Owl 
hammock presents a simple way to 
swing into comfort. Made with para-
chute nylon, the slinky lightweight 
fabric gives the hammock surpris-
ing strength and durability for the 
rugged outdoors. Ease of assembly is important when considering 
the limited patience of excited youth and this hammock meets that 
need. Complete with the rope and carabiners for hanging, camp-
ers are just a few knots away from instant outdoor relaxing. Saving 
space during travel, the hammock bundles easily into its storage 
bag which is no bigger than a grapefruit. Kick off your camping 
adventure as you scout out the perfect space between two trees to 
hang your Wise Owl hammock and hang out in style.

Regalo Kids Cot
(Regalo)

Sometimes a little elevation 
makes all the difference between a 
kid’s restless sleep on the ground and 
restful campsite slumber. The Regalo 
cot recreates a bit of the familiar bed 
for a child while retaining the sense 
of a camping adventure. Crafted with 
strong canvas and reinforced stitch-
ing, the cot is 48” long and supports 
up to 75 pounds. With a cot cover that’s washable and liner that wipes 
down easily, this bed is a snap to restore to camp readiness after 
every use. Folding easily into its travel case and weighing in at just four 
pounds, the Regalo cot answers the camping call of ‘conserve space 
and pack light’. Sure to enjoy extra use for sleepovers and beach trips 
the Regalo cot is a sound investment in recreational rest.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com


